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ABSTRACT

Having a great and creative marketing strategy is a crucial in order to market a product/service nowadays. It is because there are so many competitors that compete among each other. Today, it becomes a big challenge for marketers to provide satisfaction to their customer. Not only that, marketers must have invested more effort to make customers willing to spend their time to survey and make decision to buy their product. In this research, the shops along Hang Tuah Street are selected to determine the reason why customers are less interested towards products sold on there. The researcher had conducted a research of why the place that quite busy few years ago are now became quite and not attractive. Here the researcher determined the impact of market environment in terms of their competitive forces towards the product sold along Hang Tuah Street. After the issue is determined, the researcher then identified and suggested the best tools of strategy to market the product along Hang Tuah Street in order to help the marketers to stay alive in there. In order to get the information, distribution of questionnaires is done and the data collected is then being analyzed using the SPSS for further research. This research was limited among the owner of the business, workers and the customers of these shop. Based on data collected, it shows that Threat of New Entrant was the biggest forces that gave affect towards the selling activity along Hang Tuah Street. In a nutshell, understanding the needs and wants of the customer is recommended to be implemented by the owner of the business to attract the customer to come to their shop and make them sustain in this market.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Market environment is known as the factor that will affect the decision of a business. One of the components that involve in market environment is the competitive forces. Without a great strategy a business might face with big difficulty in order to sustain in market. In this research, the researcher will focus on the problem that occurs on the shops along the Hang Tuah Street. Based on researcher view, the shops along the Hang Tuah Street are not attractive enough to attract the customer to come over.

In this topic the researcher will focus on the problem, research questions, research objectives, important of the research, and limitation respectively. This research is conducted in order to help the marketers involved realized the biggest challenges in running their business.

1.2 Statement of Problem

Hang Tuah Street is one of the streets that have in Malacca. Until May 2005, the Hang Tuah Street is one of the busy places in Malacca since there is a terminal bus for all buses in Malacca before it being changed to Melaka Sentral. After the Melaka Sentral is opened, the Hang Tuah Street is no more become the aim for tourist or local customer to come over. As the result, the shops along the Hang Tuah Street especially the clothes’
shop are less in customer who come and visit their shop to buy the clothes. Here the researcher is trying to find the problem by looking at the marketing environment on this street by analyzing the five competitive forces.

1.3 Research Question

For this research, researcher is focusing on two research question that will be critically analyzed. The research question is:

1.3.1 How the market environments in terms of competitive forces give impact towards product (clothes) along the Hang Tuah Street?
1.3.2 Among the five competitive forces, which of it gives the biggest challenges for this business performance to sustain in market?

1.4 Research Objectives

The purpose of conducting this research is to expose the young adult with the real environment of marketing around them. There are two main objectives that the researcher wants to achieve during conducting this research. The objectives are:

1.4.1 To determine the impact of market environment in terms of its five competitive forces towards the product (clothes) sold along Hang Tuah Street;
1.4.2 To analyze which element among the five competitive forces gives the biggest impact towards selling activity for product (clothes) sold along Hang Tuah Street.
1.5 Important of the Research

This research is important in order to help the marketer that sold product (clothes) to sustain in market by understanding their market environment in terms of its competitive forces. As mentioned above, the shops along Hang Tuah Street are less attractive for customers to come over. This issue is taken by the researcher as the issue that will be critically analyzed so that the researcher can provide with some suggestion that can be implemented in their business strategy to increase the business performance.

Besides that, this research is also important in order to help the marketers or owner of the business to understand the real reason for their problem. It is a necessary effort for a marketers or the owner of the business to identify and construct the right strategy in sustaining the business in market.

1.6 Limitation

In this research, the researcher will focus on the market environment in terms of their competitive forces that affects the activity in business along the Hang Tuah Street on the sales of clothes. Here, the five competitive forces are being analyzed and critically review in order to identify the biggest forces that faced by the shops that selling clothes along Hang Tuah Street. The way of administration for the business will not be concerned in this research since there is no relation with the objective proposed in this research. For the respondent, researcher is targeting the owner, workers and several customers of the shops that sell the clothes along Hang Tuah Street as respondent. It is because; researcher believed that owner and the workers of this business is the most right person to be referred since they are the one who running the business along the days. A few customers are needed in order to understand the view of the customer about the clothes’ selling activities at Hang Tuah Street. It is important to make sure that the data collected is valid and reliable for others.
1.7 Summary

The market environment are the factor that affecting the business activities and decision making. All the problem, question, objective, important of research and the limitation as mentioned above is constructed in order to help the research process smooth and clear in the future. Critically analyzed and choosing on a good topic is necessary to make sure that the research that going to be conducted is useful in the future. The impact of market environment in term of its competitive forces is a good topic. This topic will help the marketers or owner of the business identify the force that come from their competitor and construct with better strategy for their market activities.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Market environment are about the external environmental forces that affect the marketing mix. According to Pride and Ferrell. (2010), the market environment includes six such forces: competitive, economic, political, legal and regulatory, technological and socio-cultural. Each of these forces may lead to the market activities and decision making.

2.2 General about Market Environment

![Figure 1: Components of Marketing](source)

*Source: Component of Marketing (Pride and Ferrel, 2010)*
The following are some of the general explanations about the marketing environment.

i. Competitive forces

Competition is always faced by any of the firms or organizations that undergo a business. It is because the customers are freely to choose whatever they want without think about the profit or loss of an organization business. According to BusinessDictionary.com, competition is defined as economics: rivalry in which every seller tries to get what other sellers are seeking at the same time: sales, profit, and market share by offering the best practicable combination of price, quality, and service. However, Pride and Ferrell. (2010) explained that a marketer generally defines competition as other firms that market products that are similar to or can be substituted for its products in the same geographic area. These forces will critically review by the researcher as the main topic for this research.

ii. Economic forces

In economic forces, both customers and marketers have the ability to influence the decision and market activities. Here, the customer willingness to spend and the buying power can be affected through their economic condition. Not only that, the changes in economic conditions will also affecting the supply and demand, consumer expenditure levels that will lead and give impact to the success or failure of an organization. Fluctuation in the economy follow a general pattern, often referred to as the business cycle (Pride and Ferrell, 2010). There are four stages in business cycle which are the prosperity, recession, depression and recovery based on the traditional view.
iii. Political forces

There are not much different between these forces with legal and regulatory forces. These two forces are interrelated among each other. The relation between these two forces happened when all the legal and regulation reflects the current political environment. In this situation, it shows that the political forces have the ability to affect the marketing environment by influencing the strategy that should be implementing and decision making process.

iv. Legal and regulatory forces

As mentioned above, legal and regulatory are also one of the forces that may affect market activity and decisions. There are two designs of legislation for these forces; the procompetitive legislation and consumer protection legislation. The consumer legislation is designed to protect people from actual and potential physical harm caused by adulteration or mislabeling (Pride and Ferrell, 2010) which care about the consumer safety. For the precompetitive legislation, it was designed in order to preserve the competition. According to Pride and Ferrell. (2010), they explained that most of these laws were enacted to end various antitrade practices deemed unacceptable by society.

v. Technological forces

Technology is the application of knowledge and tools to solve problems and perform tasks more efficiently (Pride and Ferrell, 2010). The growth of technology was accelerated since last few decades. By referring on some country like U.S, the technology and their advancement are totally give some effect toward the marketing activities and decision. It has the ability to influence the marketers and buyers in making decision. Failed in adopting with the technology changes had lead for many organization to lose their status as market leader. In fact, it is a crucial for an organization to
determine when the technology is changing in order to construct the new strategy that suitable for their business.

vi. **Socio-cultural forces**

According to Pride and Ferrell. (2010), they explained that socio-cultural forces are the influences in a society and its culture(s) that bring about changes in people’s attitudes, beliefs, norms, customs, and lifestyles. There are three major issues in socio-cultural forces which are the demographic and diversity characteristics, cultural values and consumerism.

The changes in demographic and characteristics will lead to the changes in how people live and their consumption on products and services. However, the people’s need and wants for a product is influenced by the changes in cultural values. Lastly, the consumerism where it involves organized efforts by individuals, groups, and organizations just to protect the consumer rights.

2.3 **Five Competitive Forces that Shape Industry Competition**

In this part, the researcher will focus on five competitive forces that shape the strategy. As mentioned above, the competitive forces will be the forces that critically review by the researcher.

These five competitive forces had been introduced by Michael E. Porter in his first Harvard Business Review’s article. The forces involved threat from new entrants, bargaining power of buyers, bargaining power of suppliers, threat of substitute products or services and the rivalry among existing competitors.
Figure 2: The five competitive forces

Source: Five Competitive Forces (Porter, 1980)

For these forces, the configuration are differs among the industry. Some forces are not effect too much on certain industry while others are strongly affected. According to Porter (2008), the strongest competitive forces determine the profitability of an industry and become the most important to strategy formulation. The most salient force, however, is not always obvious.

Understanding the competitive forces, and underlying causes, reveals the roots of an industry’s current profitability while providing a framework for anticipating and influencing competition (and profitability) over time. A healthy industry structure should be as much a competitive concern to strategists as their company’s own position. Understanding industry structure is also essential to effective strategic positioning. As we can see, defending against the competitive forces and shaping them in a company’s favors are crucial to strategy. The strongest competitive forces determine the profitability of an industry and become the most important to strategy formulation. The most salient force, however, is not always obvious (Porter, 2008).
According to Porac and Thomas, 1990; Song, Di Benedetto, and Zhoa, 1999), they explained that managers use ‘mental models’ to simplify and understand the competitive environment within which they work.

Managers from different nations may use different criteria to select a competitive strategy, because they use different ‘mental models’. That is, managers will be most aware of the forces that they experience in their home country, and may be less aware of forces that are blocked by institutional factors. They will, therefore, place different levels of importance on the competitive forces when assessing the environment, and may consequently view a given market opportunity as more or less attractive (Song et al., 2002).

i. Threat of new entry

According to Porter (2008), he explained that new entrants to an industry bring new capacity and desire to gain market share that puts pressure on prices, costs, and the rate of investment necessary to compete. Meanwhile, Wilkinson (2013) explained in more simple words that in Porters five forces, threat of new entrants refers to the threat new competitors pose to existing competitors in an industry. Threat of new entrants porter created affects the competitive environment for the existing competitors and influences the ability of existing firms to achieve profitability. A high threat of entry means new competitors are likely to be attracted to the profits of the industry and can enter the industry with ease. New competitors entering the marketplace can threaten or decrease the market share and profitability of existing competitors and may result in changes to existing product quality or price levels. A high threat of new entrance can make an industry more competitive and decrease profit potential for existing competitors. On the other hand, a low threat of entry makes an industry less competitive and increases profit potential for the existing firms. New entrants are deterred by barriers to entry.